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Abstract
R.tmzti)\ in the Nt'Jherlands,
a national amiaJ1um has bem

introduced in all levels of
education. AJtainment targetsfr
primaryandserondaryedualtioo
are set and new examination
programs are proposed for the
different types of secondary
education: VBO (Junior
Voaaional FAucation); MAVO
(Junior General Education);
HAVO (Senior General
Education); and VWO (Preuniversity F4uartion).
The targets in rhese amicula
are becaming an increasingly
importantiJem intmdlertmining
~ Student teachers must
becaneamzre cfrhese targets and
must be able to tmch them.
TN: new attainment targets
for primary and secondary
education and the new

aaminatim progmmfr VBOI
MAVO specifiaJ/1y also aim at
'values' as a component of
tdut:utiaJ. 'Thew/witis im[Nltunt
to pay e:qik:it attmtUr to values
in ta:JCher tmining a:urses.
Thisartidedealswirh titeway
values can be approached in
geography, one of the schoolsuJieas in the Netherlands. Haw
~Wlluespn'SlmtLdingeogra/Xry?
What does this mtDnfr tmcher
tlrlining? What didactia pay a
10/e in wWes education?
Note: This artick has been
pm>iously published in the
Ndhaiands as "Waanim in de
Opkiding, em voorbeeld uir <Ir
~"Vtht(2), 1998.

We can identify the
topic of values-education
in the concept version of
the attainment targets for
primary education (SLO,
1997, 1). In the crosscurricular targets we read:
"The pupils take pan in
group-activities." This
involves:

•

•
•

•
•

they can work with others
respectfully;
they can and dare to stand up for
themselves and others;
they have a sense of commonly
shared norms and values and of
differences in culture and they can
and will act respectfully with
regard to that;
they can and will take responsibility
for tasks given;
they can understand other people's
points of view.

Not much fantaSy is needed to look upon
these targets as values.education. If you look
at the goals specifically, they are about values
like respect. responsibility, and care for
others. These values have a cross-curricular
importance, which means that they need to
be int.egrated in the various subjects. This is
also the case in the paragraph about the
geography targets. Values are~ 1hcrc
in the commonly used subject division within
Dutch school geography: observe and
describe, recogniu. explain. and validat.e.
Values also play an imporWll role in the
concept versions of the national curriculum
for secondary education and in the concept
version examination programs for VBO/
MAYO (SLO, 1997, 2-3).
In the theme "Work with a'QSKUI'li.cular
themes," we read: 'The pupil learns. in thL

perspective of a wide and balanced
orienrarion on socief)\ to ~lop an insight
into ~/.ations with other persons and society.'
Under this heading ooncepts like t1001b and
values, the relation of humans and nature
(sustainable development), citi..wbhip in a
multicultural society, and so on arc mcntioocd
In the gcograJily examination program WC
find: ''This means thal thL pupils must ~'t!/op
a sense ofvalues and must be able to expreu
their points of view concerning socittal
relevant geographical questions and
processes." Also the clement of
"involvement in ~ of choices" and
"acting according to these choices" arc
frequently mentioned in this program.
According to Hockvcld ( 1998) these
descriptions do not exclude a connccrioo to
values-education, but they till give the
impres.sioo that the cognitive ~oo ol
them domin.atcs lhe attitudinal dimen:Oioo. He
tates that this attitudinal a:>pcct b the new
dimension of the school o;ubjcc:t geography.
on which we do not have much gnp yet
The conclusion may be evident; the
attainment targets give enough clue · for
values-education. Teacher training must
pay ancntion to this new dimcn ion of
geography. This means that value must be
taught explicitly and there mw;t be aamtion
for the didactic of teaching nlucs in
schools. Tiili holds ttue for ceachcr training
both for pnmary and for o;ccondary
education.
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and they cannot do enough about the quality of reasoning.
For education, a useful definition of judgment is ''To
make a well-reasoned choice from alternatives for acting
in personal and social situations, based on personal values"
(Cassidy & Kurfman, 1997). These kinds of choices are
made based on one's values. Because of the given example
from the textbook, the definition mentioned above, and
the insecure feelings of the student teachers, it is important
that teachers-to-be are trained both in skills to make
judgments themselves as well as in dealing with these issues
in school practice. This should have a firm effect on teacher
training. It means making choices in both contents and
didactics, for we are also faced with an overloaded
curriculum.

Read the somcc: "Frogs without a head"
To grow an omnivorous dinosaur from just one cell
fortunately is only possible in the movies. However, to
grow a frog without a head is already reality. To develop a
human being without a head might just be in the very
possible future.
What has the source got to do with the title of this chapter?

What is the jurisdictional argument that makes it possible
to develop human beings without a head?
What is the ethical argument that opposes the cloning of
human beings without a head? Write down the words of
Professor Dum~ton, that show that this problem is not about
the technical po ibilitie · but about an ethical judgement.
What is your point of view in thi · matter?

An Example from a Course in Ecology
1-----------------------1

Atlanris: Active Earth (Thieme, 1998)

An Example from School Practice

- ---------------------1
The next example, from the Dutch geography textbook,
Atlantis, clearly shows that student teachers are already
confronted in their classes with values-related problems.
In a paragraph about the development of life, a newspaper
article is given as a basic source for the problem to solve.
The article describes the situation in winch a professor in
Bath, m England, has succeeded in cloning frogs without
heads. This could mean that the cloning of human beings
without heads for transplantation of their organs and tissues
1s nearer than ever before. Furthermore the source
highlights some Jurisdictional and ethical aspects. Next to
this danng source an opinion-related problem is posed.
An assignment like tins supposes two qualities. First,
pupils have to judge the problem. They have to give their
own opinion, based on solid background information and
their own values. Second, teachers must be able to teach
these kinds of problems and they must be able to guide
their pupils through the process of judgment.
Mo t student teachers who work with these kind of
as ignments in thetr pracnce teaching tell us that they find
it difficult to deal with them. Most of the time they get no
further into it than to give their pupils the opponuruty to
state their points of view. Only in some cases arc they able
to ask their pupils the reasons behind their opinion, and
mo t of the time they do nothing more than that. They say
that they do not have enough knowledge about the contents
and feel they are didactically not well enough prepared to
teach this. They cannot handle the way the pupils argue
58

The next example shows how we deal with this at the
student's level in the teacher training departments of our
institution, Windesheim. It is an example from an ecology
course, used in both the primary and secondary teacher
training centers.
The students have to read an article in which a rather
complicated problem is introduced. The most important
conclusion in the article is: "Deforestation and soildegradation are directly caused by commercial
deforestation, fruit companies, cattle farmers and
colonizers" (Konijn, 1993). The students have read the
article at home. In college they start to work in pairs with
these questions:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Give a clear description ofthe problem presented
in the article.
Label the people or groups involved and give their
various opinions.
Classify these groups, opinions and arguments
with the model of the "4 dimensions" (Figure/)
(Aarts & Van den Bosch, 1984).
Give reasons why the various people or groups
involved have different opinions and why they act
the way they do.
Give several pros and cons of these points of view
and their effects on the problem.
(Individually) State your own opinion with regard
to the problem. Support your opinion with
arguments derived from:
• the opinions and arguments in the
article;
• the opinions and arguments from at least
o~ other source;
• your own values and try to justify your
opirUon...
Stomp

Figure 1. :Viodel of the 4 Dimensions

•
•
•

protection of the future productivity of the earth
development within environmental constraints
effects of depletion and pollution

•
•
•

•

contradictive interests between "rich and poor,"
"Nonh and South"
balance of power between people or groups
involved

•

values of cultural or ethnic groups

•

cultural perspectives on development

•

culturally determined feelings of well-being

•

The students who have worked in this structured
way feel that they have gained good insights with this
method. They can identify quite thoroughly the main
aspects of the problem, the people or groups involved,
~heir relations and the structural components of the
issue (see Figure 1). But also, they think that it is
quite an extensive procedure and they are not
convinced of the use of it. Therefore it is important
to discuss the method itself, which clarifes it for them.
Other important elements, according to the students,
are the fact that not only do they develop the skill to
form an opinion, but they also have learned to base it
on facts and values, and that in this way they have
learned to reflect on their own sets of values.

Change of Perspectives

I

In the method just pointed out, two aspects play
an important role. In the first place is the so-called
~hange of perspectives. This is done quite specifically
1 ~ steps 3, 4 and 5 by using the model of the social
dimensions.
Changing perspective gives insight into the fact
~at various people or groups really can have different
Interests and therefore do have different opinions. To
be able to change perspective is an important skill in
values-education. In the course example, however, it
proved not to work very well. The students did not
experience changing perspectives to a much deeper
level than just a classification practice. For this reason,
we have now changed the example to a roleplay, in

care for basic needs of people
tariff-boundaries
the use of prize-systems

which perspectives become clearer.
In the second place, the procedure itself is
noticeable. The procedure is in essence very
argumentative. This is another important skill:
reasoning correctly. We also see the limitations in that:
the main focus is the procedure, the cognitive side, not
the qualitative side of reasoning (Hoekveld, 1998). This
is why step 6, the reflection on one's own opinion and
values, is the vital element in the assignment.
The question that appears now is: Is it a part of the
teacher's job to discuss personal and emotional motives
behind a point of view, and with that, to move into the
field of personal development? Klaassen ( 1997) pleads
for a comprehensive approach to values in education,
in which specific relations are laid between knowledge
and development. Schools have a pedagogical aim to
pay tribute deliberately to the moral socialization of
pupils. He typifies this explicit approach as a proactive
one, which appeals to the professionalism of the
teacher. According to Klaassen, thi asks for a certain
kind of teacher, one with a wide definition of the
professional task ("extended profe sionality"). This
will be a teacher who deliberately addres e value , a
teacher who sets the targets of (cros -curricular)
contents in the perspective of school policies and who
is collaborating in a team on the social climate in
school.
If we look at the attainment targets from this
pedagogical angle, a shift towards the feature of the
"extended professionality~ (including the proactive
approach on values) lie within reason.

L
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Values in Education
As I have stated, values-education, as described
in the attainment targets for primary and secondary
education, becomes cvcnnorc important, also in a
cro · -curricular manner.
With regard to the didactics of values-education
we can turn to the model of "values-clarification" by
Laurence Kohlberg. Following a shon overview of
his model, I will discuss two related didactic models,
useful not only to geography, but also to other social
subjects in a school.
Kohlbcrg distinguishes three levels of moral
development. The first level, the "prcconveotiooal
level" deals with the concrete individual perspective.
Good or bad is measured by its consequences. This is
the cgoccntrtc fonn of moral judgment. The second
level, the "conventional level'' deals with the
orientation to the social surroundings. Social behavior,
adjustment to rules and expectations arc needed. At
the third level, the "post-conventional" principles
come into view. Judgments are based on our
conscience and on cho co values. This level has an
individual and autonomous character.
Teachers should be aware of these stages in the
moral development of their pupils. If so, they can
create tcachrng situation m which the factual level
(N) can be overcome and m which moral reasoning
can be lifted to a higher level (N+ I).
Kohlbcrg's model has come under criticism. An
important part of this criticism was directed at the model
for being rather cognitive. Critics point out that the
method of ru:.orung in this model is imponant, but the
perspective of acting is neglected. According to Carol
Gilligan, male-dominated values arc all too present in
1t. She picas for values like care and re ponsibility
(Murray, 1997).
In the Netherlands, withm the framework of
environmental education, research JS going on into the
f~ of the learning processc:.. This research shows
that there arc goals for learning and goals for
development. Goals for learning arc aimed at
understanding. Goals for development arc based on care
and respect. and aun at the development of mvolvcmenL
~ development of involvement influence care and
respect. as well as gaining knowledge and developing a
cnncal attitude toward that knowledge.
So, mvolvemcnt is the core of it and it is bas1c to

Figure 2. Didactical
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acting. Pupils want to gain knowledge, want to care about
and have respect for the environment, and want to
participate in decision- making processes that involve the
environment, just because of that involvement (Alblas, et
al., 1993).

Values and Geography in the
Primary School
Working at this development of knowledge and
involvement connects very well to the model ofKohlberg
and also address the criticism of Gilligan. Primary school
age pupils are in the pre-conventional and conventional
levels of moral development. Therefore, in moral
reasoning, we need to address the pupils in the so-called
N+ l manner. With regard to values-education in the
primary school, it is recommended to work in the proactive way, as typified by Klaassen ( 1996), in the
perspective of "extended professionality." Within that
scope it is possible to use the N+ 1 method in moral
reasoning and to stress the development of involvement,
with an important role for values like care and respect.
If we look at geography within the framework of
environmental education, these things arc put down in a

Figure 3. Set of Steps
Decision-::\ faking Process
Step
1

What is t~ problem?

2

Who is involved (and has an opinion about
it)?

3

What are the judgments/decisions of the
people or parties involved?

4

What are t~ argummts to
decisions?

s

What is your own opinion/decision?

t~ir judgments/

~lodcl

Stomp

Figure 4. Phased set of steps decision-making process
Teacher-led

Shared leading

Pupil-led

There is a description of the
problem. The facts are presented.

First a brief background. A few
possible problems are posed.
Pupils have to choose one.

2

The parties involved are given
(about two). Pupils can connect
to one of them.

There are various parties. Pupils
have to describe them. They are
quite clearly defined in the text.

With a minimum of suppon and
directives pupils are able to use
the set of steps as a skill in
working on the problem to be
solved.

3

Things are put down quite black
and white. The opinions are
sorted out. A limited set of
sources is used. It is all about the
distinction of the opinions.

Pupils have to categorize the
parties by their opinions and
arguments. Categories are:
ecological, socio-economical,
political, cultural/existential.

4

The "why" of the opinions is
identifiable by words like:
because, if, that's why, and so on.

The categories (step 3) play a role
in the argumentation of the
"why." An imponant skill.

5

Pupils have to state their own
opinions clearly.

Own opinions and arguments are
stated and are to be judged by
similar opinions in the sources.

Step

(Van Dijk, Riezebos & Stomp, 1995)
:~cti~ model for the development of involvement.

tunulanng values-education asks for lessons that:

•

•

relate to involvement: the personal motivation of
pupils must be enforced, e.g. by referring to their
own environment;

enhance knowledge and understanding: the right
know ledge plays a very important part in judging
about individual behavior or about a problem;

•

connect to individual and social behavior. the social
perspective of individual behavior and choices must
be clarified, e.g., in the case of environmental
issues.
Every (set of) lesson(s), in which values are involved.

must consist of these items: involvement:; knowledge and
~tanding; individual behavior, and social behavior (sec
gure 2).

These el~ments arc stages that must be present in the
1CSSOn(s) and m the right order, although it is possible to rewm
to an earlier stage at any moment (Van Dijk & Stomp, 1996).
~ stages are important and necessary chains in valoes~on. The last two arc enforced, if they arc met in a
~ccnve manner.
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Values and Geography in the
Secondary School
In the secondary school we can connect to the po tconventional level, as described by Kohl berg. Thi mcaru
that individual and critical judgment of given i ucs offer
good possibilities for value:;-education. Pupil can work
with issues in which they have to develop an opmion
and in which they have to defend their choice~. Within
geography a didactical method has been developed for
these kind of issues: the set of step dcci ion-making
process. It also proves to be quite suitable for other social
subjects. This set of stc~ is a means through which a
problem is analyzed and judged in a very tructured
manner (sec Figure 3). Starting from this method. an
alternative model that stages the learning procc i
developed as well. It is based on the commonly u~
division in the Netherlands of learning how to learn in
three educational regimes: teacher-led, shared leadmg
and pupil-led (Boekacrts & Simons, 1993. p. 232).
In steps 3 and 4 of this phased set of step we identify
the important factor: change of perspective (~ Figure
4).

Using this set of tcp pupil:. can ob!Ain an attitude
tep they learn to form an opinion. to

to inquire. Step by
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underpin and express it. If the skill of changing
perspective is pan of it, the pupils also acquire insight
in other opinions and the motives behind them.
Student teachers who use this set of steps in their
practice teaching, mostly in combination with the
textbooks, report that it works well. In this manner
pupils are very able to state their opinions. It is
obvious to the student teachers that the quality of the
stated opinions and reasoning increases with the
amount of times students work with it and
if the right didactical variety is
presented to them. Still, the student
teachers think it works quite
mechanically. It usually does not
go much deeper than stating the
opinion and arguments for it.
They also notice that the
pupils are very friendly
towards each other and that they
hardly criticize one another's
opinions and arguments.
To go deeper, to the motives
behind the pupil's opinions or choices,
reflective questions need to be asked,
such as:

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Why is this imponant to ~?
What would it be Liu, if ..... ?
What is liuly to happen?
What would I Liu to happen?
What do others think and feel about this?
What do I think and feel about this?
Why do I think this way?
What can I do?

It will also be more effective to pay attention to
the structural side of a values-related problem. To
obtain in ight into the structural positions in a
dilemma, the pupils mu t be able to analyze things
ucb as:

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Who has the power in this situation and how
will they use it?
Who will decide?
How will the duision bf! made?
Who will gain or lose from the situation?
How can the decision-malung process be
influenced?
What can I do? (Bailey, & Fox. 1996)

It Goes Deeper than Just
Argumentation
If we want to go deeper, we have to start working
on values communication and role change. The central
issue, then, is to reflect on moral decisions about
.
..
arc
societal problems. Personal and s~1al positions al
an obvious part of 1t. These perso~
positions, by the way, are also esseonal
elements in the way teachers teach.
Teachers are not neutral towards
values. In class they re~rese~t
their values to their pupils. We
can see this, for example, in the
amount of attention teachers
pay to the various opi~~ns.
Mostly this is done imphcttly,
but it becomes clear by the
contents and examples that
teachers use and in their reactions
towards the pupils (Veugelers, l 99?).
Turning to the personal positions of
the pupils, important notions for values
education are the next items. Pupils have to lea.i:n to II
check the ideological backgrounds and the worldv_iews
basic to conceptions, feelings, and considerauo~s .
Values communication is about: the arguments behmd
. .
the pnonnes
. . . m
. v al ues and n orms involved,
an opIDJon,
the relevant points of views of other people; and the
justification of one's position. All this is stimula~
by skills such as role change, change of perspecnve
and putting one's own views in perspective (Klaassen,
1996).
This way of values education, recommended by
.
. al
Klaassen, shows that the earlier mentioned didacnc
models and methods are good starting points, but ~ey
are really too limited. The set of steps decision-making
process can be qualified as a method for values
clarificatton. It deals with choices and validation, and
points of view arc clarified. But it is a method mai~Y
about reasoning. We miss addressing the values bebmd
the choices. We can also see this method as a moral
dilemma model, but this depends on the quality of the
content of the moral reasoning itself. For geography
. al
this means that the contents must be about ecologic
quc tions or, for example, about genetic manipul~on.
as in the given example from the textbook Atlantis..
By now the set of steps decision-making process is
used more and more. Some geography teXtbooks have
integrated it in their assignments. This is a good
development with regard to forming an opinion and the
llrgUments behind it, but it is not yet enough. If we do not
deal with the values involved, the potential dangers of
neutralism and values rclarivism still remain present. _

I

SU'Jl'fll

If we do not want to get stuck in values relativism
and if we wish to make values education an integral
part of the curriculum, two developments are vital. On
the one hand the individual teacher can start digging
deeper with his or her pupils for values and the
mechanisms that influence these values. On the other
hand the school as a whole must be the context for
values education. This means that a team of teachers
and their pupils will start to build their education
around central values. This prevents the possibility that
pupils are confronted with the various different and
possibly conflicting values of their respective teachers,
in which case they are left to their own. This holds
true for schools in both primary and secondary
education, as well as for teacher training centers.

On Our Way to Valoes in Education:
A Summary
If we want to integrate values-education as our
pedagogical mission in the curriculum of our school,
it involves the total pedagogical and social climate of
the school. Values-education supposes many choices.
At the individual level: What can a teacher do? What
methods can be used? What didactics arc available?
At the collective level: In what way does a school or a
teacher training center design its pedagogical m1ssion
based on values?
In the near future it will be necessary to develop
lines of learning for values education, as a steady
variable of all the teaching processes. The stages of
moral reasoning as defined by Kohlbcrg arc a good
and valuable starting point for tlus. The next thing mu t
be to work in an explicit manner with value and to
aim at the level of acting po ibiliti~. For that we need
didactJcal tools, especially in teacher' handbooks (that
go with textbooks).
Currently our teacher training center arc facing
the challenge to offer our ~tudcnb the po ibilio~ to
enable them elvc to guide their pupil an value •
education.
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